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,If he-’-s from the north he’ s probably short and stocjy, If he’s from

the south he's teller, slighter and. his skin,
f

except for his -arms and face,

stays milk-white much longer. That’s hecause strangely he doesn’t bare

himself so readily as the northerner to the hot sun that hums these

Mediterranean lands. There is more convention about men from the south*

They even move about ini the battle line still in the rather prim way in

■which they once walked in offices and shops.

But whether they are from the north of Britain or from the south, in

the Mediterranean war zone or waiting in Britain for their own, exciting days

- and, pf course, if they belong to Britain’s armies - there is something

different about them from the armies cf other nations, For they are invasion

soldiers and that’s something new in warfare.

It seems a long while ago now since' the Germans introduced panzer

divisions and blitzkrieg tactics to create havoc throughout Europe, There

were sensations, enough about that. Me wondered then what next would be new

in ‘war, tried to picture the frightfulness of the thing we imagined could

alone end Nazi successes,. Now it is emerged and there is nothing horrible

about it at all. It is merely the same old ordinary infantryman who has

fought so many of the Empire’s battles, taught new tricks and trained to

a now high level of perfection.

Britain, with her invasion armies, has -written the latest chapter
in military history. Fighting men with intelligence and courage have

replaced mechanical vehicles of steel as the major interest cf the staff

colleges. Doubtful in theory has been shown to be possible in practice.

All this lias haig ned in Britain. A nation for the first time has

deliberately moulded all its forces into Invasion armies. It has

revolutionised military practice. But as far as I know there has been no

fuss about it.

It is a specialised business being an invasion soldier, I lived with some

for a while, and came up the beaches of the Gulf cf Salem with them, hnd I

learned a lot about them. There was rather a puny locking lad, for instance, who

was packed in beside me with about thirty other troops in he tiny assault craft

that ferried us from .cur invasion ship to the shore.

His face -was white, and at other times I would say it was docile. But now

his jaw was set grimly, and his eyes "were hand, I am sur .he was much more

apprehensive than I was, I could,i if necessary, stay where I was behind the ,
shelter of the invasion craft’s steel plating.

There -were no officers wa.tching him, no gallery. But as the square bow of

the’ craft dropped like a drawbridge on to the sand he bunched himself and was

across it on to the beach like a man making a ’world’s record long jump. That -was

courage. He had a. heavy pack, a lot of heavy ammunition and rifle, I had only a

portable typewriter to carry. But he raced away from me up that beach like a

thoroughbred racing away from a draught horse. That was good condition.

This Londoner, too, ’who a little while ago was getting lost in the streets

of his own city, know exactly -where ho had to go, exactly what to do -when he got
there. He had studied maps and ,pictures of this strange land which he had never even

seen before, and every detail, every feature cf it was sc well absorbed that even

in the excitement and danger of this moment he was not bewildered or confused.

That was courage, physical, fitness 'and intelligence. Those are the things an

invasion soldier must have. He acquires them by getting the same training as

once only commandos got. One thing he must not have is d:-ustrophpbia. From the

moment when, training finished, he and his unit are allocated to an invasion force,
the invasion soldier is ’’cribbed, cabined and confined”.

He is marched to a place euphemistically called ”an assembly point”. It is,

in fact, rather like a concentration camp. The ignorant vh 'Nash to appear well

informed have been known, I have been told, to jerk their : dumbs towards it and

its inmates from as near as they are allo'wed to get and del,are knowingly ’’Them’s

blooming Jerry prisoners of war*-”
/
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The necessity for absolute secrecy,is, of course, the reason for this

isolation of invasion troops- before embankment. These days behind barbed wire
arc irksome days for.troops, whose balls of bone and muscle are almost

bouncing.'with energy* Their - equipment is cut to a minimum. A groundsheet and

blanket is' all that mokes their bed*- Then they leave here even the blanket

v/ill have to be left behind, .They dig holes in the ground and live in them,
for german bombers have a habit of being over embarkation ports at night.
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